Is There Online Collective Identity within Social Bookmarking Systems?
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Abstract
Social tagging systems attract researchers in information systems and social sciences because they offer an enormous quantity of user-generated annotations that reveal the interest of millions of people. In this paper, we develop two hypotheses around the idea of online collective identity. We present a model in which agents exchange practical and symbolic resources via opinion and frame networks. The results discussed in the paper come from the analysis of a sample of a sample of 3,668 users, 2,148 URLs and 4,776 tags from the Delicious classification system on the subject of globalization of agriculture. Our social network analysis has identified differences between networks that reflect different degrees of explicitness within the Delicious online community and it has provided an understanding of social bookmarking systems that was not previously available. This research is one of the first to apply information to the frame components in an attempt to establish the implicit links within these networks.
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Introduction
Social Network Sites (SNS) have been so popular since their inception that they are now a routine feature in the everyday lives of millions of users, facilitating connections on the basis of common interests or activities [1-3].

For this paper we have chosen to study a specific type of SNS, Social Bookmarking Services, specifically Delicious. These SNS enable the user to send identifiers of interest, such as URLs with a short tag attached. Tagging in systems like Delicious is an important change in the way web bookmarks are organized and shared [4].

This paper aims to contribute to the growing research into the analysis of SNS [5]. Several recent studies have analyzed the main social networks that form as a result of user interaction inside social bookmarking services. Our work is one of the first to attempt to use information from frame components to infer implicit relations between users in these networks. In line with new social movement theory [6,7], our model emphasizes the importance of a shared sense of identity among social actors in forging collective behaviour [8].

Thus, the paper is about finding out if these Delicious users exhibit a collective identity. We use the data analysis to reveal that users of these kind of networks exhibit a shared sense of identity, as predicted by the literature.

We focus our study, specifically, in its user community around the issue of globalization of agriculture. Globalization essentially implicates the extension and deepening of markets as a result of the reduction of the transaction costs associated with trading internationally. The globalization of agriculture is at the center of this debate because many of the poor depend on agriculture as a source of income, and because the poor spend a large proportion of their resources on food. The topic is a popular point of discussion on the Internet.

Due to the importance of this topic and its attendant human concerns, it is easy to find information about it on Web 2.0 sites, where public opinion about the globalization of agriculture takes place. People are sharing knowledge through social bookmarking sites as Delicious, creating a sort of international structuration of information in this area. In our model, the actors who form part of the Delicious globalization network share URLs and tags.

We posit the following hypotheses on network actors’ use of the Web. The first refers to homophily. People tend to associate with those with whom they share some degree of similarity [9]. The second hypothesis relates to the distinction between explicit expressive behaviour (hyperlinks) and implicit expressive behaviour (implicit links between users).

The paper discusses the approach of collective online identity models paying specific attention to socio-semantic and network perspectives via Social Network Analysis (SNA).

Literature Review
Social tagging systems, online networks and socio-semantic networks
Social tagging is a common feature of shared web content applications that enable users to share favourite Internet content and tag these hyperlinks with free text. The user can choose these links freely without complying with any form of taxonomy or ontology. These applications, such as Delicious, are known as social tagging systems. We use the word “social” to emphasize the fact that these tags are adopted by a large number of users in the network. This categorization of content by the user via tagging gave rise to the term folksonomy [10,11].

Folksonomy is a phenomenon involving three group types: users, resources and tags, as well as the associations that occur among them [12]. Thus, the structure of social tagging websites can be viewed as a network of three different types of nodes: U users, R resources (URLs) and T tags. Two users u and u’ are practically related if and only if there exists at least one resource r that both u and u’ share. Likewise, two users u and u’ are symbolically related if there exists at least one
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people who all happen to have accessed each other's bookmarks; such evidence of similar processes occurring over the Internet [21,22]. Scholars have found the media's geographical scope and have consequently altered the URLs, such as opinion networks [31,32] in which users connect to the a directed network in which hyperlinks are formed between users and measured objectively [28]. Thus, a practical exchange network can be unlikely that individuals will establish a collective identity [30].

practical and symbolic resources via informal networks [29], it is in the online frame network will exist [28].

Thus, collective identity is an interactive and shared process through which several individuals share certain orientations in common [8].

The concept of frame is central to collective identity [25] and our use of frames draws from “semantic networks”. Some researchers use the semantic layer to interpret and analyze links, not only as markers of quality but also of common interests and affiliations [26,27]. A frame component is a word that is part of a frame. An example of a frame component is the word “trade,” which is an important component of the anti-Globalization network (frame). In general terms, frame components can be considered as an implicit medium of expression of the collective identity and are highly indicative of the closeness between actors. An online frame network is an undirected network in which nodes represent users and ties represent mutual use of a particular “frame component” (word or term that is part of a frame). For example, if user \( u \) and user \( u' \) both use the same frame component (tag) “trade” to mark a website, then a (undirected) tie between the two users will exist in the online frame network [28].

Without shared meanings –frame components – and also without practical and symbolic resources via informal networks [29], it is unlikely that individuals will establish a collective identity [30].

We define practical resources as those that can be valued and measured objectively [28]. Thus, a practical exchange network can be a directed network in which hyperlinks are formed between users and URLs, such as opinion networks [31,32] in which users connect to the objects that they gather. For example, Delicious users are connected with the websites they collect.

We define a symbolic exchange network as an undirected network where the links between users reflect a mutual acknowledgement of shared characteristics and objectives. Users build an “identity (implicit) in a network (symbolic exchange network)” with information they share (links) through common interests (frame components).

While we model online frame development as a purely symbolic action, we regard hyperlinks as facilitating the exchange of both symbolic and practical resources [28]. According to these two interpretations, the Globalization of Agriculture in Delicious is a social network propelled by the forces of homophily in which users create links to other similar links. These networks are essential vectors in online collective identity because their main objective is not practical but symbolic [28].

**Hypothesis**

Our theoretical framework is based on the idea that collective identity on the Web reveals itself in two processes: in the frame network (u-u) and in the opinion network (user→URL). This theoretical framework leads us to propose two hypotheses concerning the detection of online collective identity.

**H1. The online frame networks will exhibit structural homophily**

The literature on homophily in social networks specifies various classification criteria [33-35]. In our case, we consider that structural homophily [36] can appear when ties are restricted by characteristics, contexts and external situations such as sharing knowledge using social tagging on the Web and is induced because the individuals relate to each other implicitly via the context they occupy (social tagging systems).

Our view is that the exchanges are responsible for making individuals more or less similar, resulting in the generation of the structure and the attributes.

Following from this, Hypothesis 1 seeks only to determine whether the users are aware of different interests when establishing links in terms of the concept of social cohesion. We consider that a comparison can be made between the concepts of homophily and social cohesion. Therefore, we start from the basic idea that the configuration of social groups and, consequently, the attributes and social categories have their origins in interactive phenomena. The results of these interactions are distributed across networks that are more or less cohesive between users, giving birth to groups in other words, a social structure.

Thus, inside a collective, the internal ties or bonding enable its agents to generate status, or categories, according to the different positions within the network structure and, therefore, different configurations of social cohesion [37]. This interactive dynamic enables the formation of complementarity and linking as a single phenomenon of social cohesion and homophily.

Likewise, in the way we have defined the relational structure that is constitutive of the network, we can relate it to assortative mixing concept. It refers to a positive correlation in the attributes of nodes that are adjacent in a network. A measure of assortative mixing might tell us that nodes that share a particular characteristic have a higher probability of being connected, but it gives no indication about the exact processes that have led to the formation of a particular network [38]. Hypothesis 1 simply states that if the users comprise distinct clusters then there should be statistical evidence of homophily on the basis of cluster affiliation.

**H2**

The opinion and online frame networks will show different network
“effects”, reflecting the differing degrees of explicitness that underlie their construction.

Online frame development does not bring practical resources into play; it is a merely symbolic action and it expresses implicit behaviour. On the contrary, hyperlinking facilitate the exchange of a practical resource and for this reason can be referred to as an explicit activity. Statistically significant network effects can be regarded as structural signatures, or indicators of the particular social forces underlying the network. We expect that these differences will be reflected in the structural signatures [39-41] of these networks.

Method

We built the network of globalization of agriculture using a combination of search techniques proposed for researching “issue networks” [42]. The process of data retrieval and the representation of the Delicious community as a network follows a procedure that we present in Figure 1.

First (A), following links from an authoritative news source, we identified the search attributes on the basis of an original sample of a set of 26 webpages according to the Wikipedia definition of “critics of globalization”. The important factor in this phase was to have an authoritative news source as a baseline to find keywords connected to globalization and then to narrow that idea to the globalization of agriculture as the main issue for the present work.

Through associative reasoning [42], we made educated guesses about relevant issues and found keywords commonly linked to all seed websites – globalization, agriculture and seven more words: trade, poverty, activism, development, food, organic, and GMO. The key concepts were extracted manually from the website homepages and from tag clouds or topics that appeared on the homepage (B). In a third step (C), we gathered the raw data sample of all the users’ records, websites and tags available for the eight tag pairs around the main tag of globalization: globalization + trade, globalization + poverty, globalization + activism, globalization + development, globalization + agriculture, globalization + food, globalization + organic and globalization + GMO. These tags were identified by crawling the social bookmarking website Delicious using a web crawler developed in Perl.

Finally, we developed a program in Haskell to reduce the amount of data (D) by cutting the URLs and using keywords, including the identification of synonyms and the elimination of words with capital letters and derivatives, such as words in the plural form. The data-gathering process covered one full month (April 22, 2011- May 21, 2011) and constituted 3,668 users, 2,127 websites and 4,776 tags.

Using Pajek software [43], SNA was used for the analysis, and algorithms and layout techniques networks [44] were used for the visualizations created with Gephi [43].

Results

In our opinion, the concept of social cohesion must also be linked to the form and intensity in which the ties are distributed, those that occur between members of the collective; more specifically, it has to do with bonding or ties within the collective. The identity and intensity of social cohesion come from the exchanges-relations between members of a collective. Table 1 shows all the nodes and links for the different opinion and online frame networks represented. Table 2 shows the density and other measures of cohesion (mean k-core and modularity), and the centralization measure.

To test the first hypothesis related to homophily, we examine the cohesion of network (i.e., density, k-core and modularity) [45].

Density is a measure of the level of connectivity within the network and reflects the actual number of links as a proportion of total possible links. The frame network (frame component = tag) has a density of 33.61% (the number of links expressed as a proportion of the total possible number of ties) and the density of the frame network (frame component = url) is 1.95%. As in large-scale networks, this indicates a sparse network, but it is greater than what has been found in other research [28,46,47].

Cohesion is the degree to which actors are connected directly to each other by cohesive bonds. A k-core of a network is a maximal connected sub-network in which all nodes have a degree of at least k. The concept of a k-core was introduced to study the clustering structure of social networks [48]. In the frame network, we found two clusters, one with 1,541 users and another with 2,127 users. But, if we extract from the network, those nodes with one or no link, we can see that the new netwok is completely cohesive, with a density of 99.95%, consisting of 2,127 users, all from the second cluster above.

Figures 2 and 3 show the online frame network maps, drawn using Fruchterman and Reingold [49] force-directed graphing layout, where a tie between two users reflects mutual use of at least one of the tags or

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Relation</th>
<th>No. of links</th>
<th>No. of nodes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>user-url</td>
<td>Opinion</td>
<td>5,816</td>
<td>7,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>user-user (tag)</td>
<td>Frame1</td>
<td>3,668</td>
<td>2,261,001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>user-user (url)</td>
<td>Frame2</td>
<td>3,668</td>
<td>131,165</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Social Network Descriptions from Delicious Data Set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Density</th>
<th>Centralization (Av. Degree)</th>
<th>Communities</th>
<th>Modularity</th>
<th>K-core</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>user-url</td>
<td>0.09%</td>
<td>2.479</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>0.7541</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>user-user (tag)</td>
<td>33.61%</td>
<td>1,232,825</td>
<td>1,544</td>
<td>0.0751</td>
<td>2,126†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>user-user (url)</td>
<td>1.95%</td>
<td>71,585</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>0.5881</td>
<td>258</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Louvain Method (Resol. = 1, multi-level coarsening+simple refinement, calculated by Pajek).
† Two clusters: 0-core with 1,541 nodes (42.012%) and 2,126-core with 2,127 nodes (57.988%).

Table 2: Social Network Statistics from Delicious Data Set.
URLs used in bookmarking websites. Node color in both figures reveal a strong community structure or clustering [50] evidence of network homophily [3,51].

Centralization

For the second hypothesis regarding different degrees of explicitness, we also examine the measure of centrality. The degree of centralization at least partially provides information on a type of social stratification within the community. How networks of relationships in online communities are structured has important implications for how social capital may be generated, which is critical to both attract and govern the necessary user base to sustain the site [52].

The average degree of a network is computed over the degree of all nodes, i.e., the average number of neighbors of nodes. As expected, the online frame networks are highly centralized than the opinion network (Table 2).

Discussion and Conclusions

This article has empirically examined the existence of collective identity in social bookmarking sites.

Our model introduces a boundary between practical and symbolic resources, which are transferred by via online networks by differentiating between expressive behaviour that is totally explicit (such as the creation of opinion networks) and expressive behaviour that is implicit (as in online frame networks).

This leads us to formulate hypotheses on the existence of homophily in the online frame networks, on the informal structure of the opinion network and the behavioural differences between the opinion and online frame networks. An empirical application based on digital data compiled automatically from Delicious has been the support for these hypotheses.

Findings on the density, components and force-directed visualizations in the previous section indicate there is homophily in the online frame networks.

Social cohesion is part of a relational or reticulated perspective based on bonding. Social cohesion emerges from a collective that is not necessarily defined or delimited by categories or predetermined social attributes; it originates in those agents with the ability to interact and relate. As previously mentioned, we can relate to the concept of assortative mixing.

We can also identify three significant differences between both network types which demonstrate the various degrees of explicitness in the expressive behaviour that underlies the Delicious online community.

Firstly, it is important to note that the density of the network of users is greater than the density in the user-url network, which shows that the community of users is inherently more cohesive and it exists an implicit expressive behaviour. Secondly, the density of the frame network (frame component = tag) is greater than that of the frame network (frame component = url), which shows that on the basis of implicit links, the users are more closely linked to common terms than to common websites. Thirdly, the evidence of greater centralization in the online frame networks compared to the centralization apparent in the opinion network also coincides with our theoretical model, which that places the creation of online frames towards the less degree of explicitness. Because actors in Delicious place such a premium on informality and horizontality, the comparatively more explicit quality of the act of hyperlinking results in the opinion network being less centralized than the corresponding online frame networks.

By defining and empirically testing for the structural signatures of online collective identity, our approach enables the accurate and effective mapping of the contours of online collective identity, enabling large-scale comparative work across other social media.

Finally, our approach also represents an important first step towards the development of empirical techniques capable of automatically discovering the existence of online collective identity and the formulation of strategies on the knowledge base of collective interests.
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